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Avachinsky is an active volcano with historical frequent eruption records. It has high disaster potential 

to Petropavrovsk-Kamchatsky urban area because of city on volcano. Geological facts have indicated 
records of past hazards of ash, lava flow, pyroclastic flow, mudflow, debris flow, and sector collapse. 
Integrated monitoring scheme is required to monitor volcanic unrest, eruption process, and disaster factors. 
Precise geophysical monitoring is a basic strategy for volcano monitoring. Seismic and GNSS facilities have 
been in operation by Geophysical Survey of RAS. These basic equipment, however, will be able to give 
limited geodynamic signals due to magmatic and geothermal activation. Hypocenters and tremors by 
seismic sensors are auxiliary information. GNSS is capable to observe crustal deformation due to material 
migration. Recent observation of tiny phreatic to medium sub-Plinian explosions in Japan suggested several 
of these induce lesser crustal deformation, which were below the GNSS precision. It might reflect efficient 
conduit generation and material transportation with high migration speed. These observation facts request 
higher sensitivity sensors in crustal deformation. 

Tiltmeter is a classical geodetic sensor to capture ground tilt signal. High sensitivity of 10-7 radians 
give more precise crustal deformation than GNSS. It has broadband response in seismic band. Flat response 
for periodic band about more than 30sec to DC seismic and geodetic signals is given. Deconvolution 
procedure for shorter period is also available. These mechanical characteristics give opportunity to operate 
tiltmeter as broadband seismometer. It can record long- to ultra-long period seismic signals. Tilt sensor, 
however, is strongly affect by thermal fluctuation, e.g. temperature and barometric pressure changes, 
because of its high sensor sensitivity. Broadband characteristics invariably remain in frequency band less 
than thermal time variation, e.g. several hours. GNSS sensor, therefore, give more stable data than tiltmeter 
in more than days duration. 

Mud and debris flows are the most probable 
disaster factor in PK. Broadband feature of tiltmeter is 
valid to capture signals from mud and debris flows 
(Iguchi., 2017). These large density flows might 
generate high frequency tremor signal. Mass 
transportation in channel river, which equal to single 
force due to mass loading, should generate ground tilt. 
Time integration of discharge rate by tiltmeter give 
total mass of flow. Combination use of seismic and tilt 
sensors on Avachinsky volcano edifice is one of secure 
facility for mud and debris flow monitoring. 

Japan and Russia collaboration team start the 
tiltmeter network in 2017. Four bubble sensor 
tiltmeters are distributed at seismic station around 
central cone. Three stations equipped on a base of pit 
might give stable temperature condition. Solar and 
battery system is for power supply. Offline operation is 
in progress, and data are stored to memory card in 
logger. Station configuration is designed to capture 
summit eruption. Real-time data transfer using mobile 
network is technically available. Integrated realtime 
monitoring of volcanic and related hazard factors using 
seismic and geodetic sensors will enable to issue alert to 
residents in PK. Fig. 1. Tiltmeter network in Avachinsky volcano. 
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